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for any non-negative integer j are obtained in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions.
These results provide alternative, and in some cases simpler expressions to those recently ob-
tained in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The generalized Laguerre polynomials L./n .x/ are encountered in many branches
of pure and applied mathematics. They form an orthogonal set on Œ0;1/ with the















In general, L./n .x/ can be represented as a terminating confluent hypergeometric





Here .a/n denotes the Pochhammer symbol, or rising factorial, defined by
.a/n D   .aCn/  .a/ .
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In [2], Kim et al. obtained summation formulas for the two series involving the







for integer j , where  5  j  5. Recently, Brychkov [1] has extended these results
for any integer j . The aim of this note is to derive alternative expressions for the








for any non-negative integer j . Our results are different from, and in some cases
simpler, than those obtained in [1].
2. THE SERIES S.;˙j /




.a1/n : : : .ap/n








  n; n ;a1; : : : ;ap




where p and q are non-negative integers and pFq denotes the generalized hypergeo-

















The 2F1 series on the right-hand side of (2.2) can be evaluated with the help of the
















































for j D 0;1;2; : : : .






























































































































for j D 0;1;2; : : : .




























































































































































for j D 0;1;2; : : : .
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3. THE SERIES S. ;˙j /

















The 2F1 series on the right-hand side of (3.1) can be evaluated by (2.3) to produce





























































































































for j D 0;1;2; : : : .

















The 2F1 series on the right-hand side of (3.3) can be evaluated by (2.6) to produce

















































































for j D 0;1;2; : : : .
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
To conclude we make a brief comparison of the results (2.4), (2.7), (3.2) and (3.4)
with those obtained in [1]. The summations S.;˙j / derived by Brychkov were
expressed respectively in terms of finite sums of 2F3. x2/ functions and Bessel
functions of the first kind. The summations S. ;˙j / were expressed respectively
in terms of finite sums of four 4F3. x2/ functions and four 6F7. x2/ functions,
including the Jacobi polynomials of zero argument. Our expressions in (3.2) and
(3.4) involve simpler finite sums of two 3F4. x2/ and two 2F3. x2/ functions,
respectively.
Finally, we mention that the summations S.˙;˙j / have been verified numeric-
ally with the help of Mathematica.
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